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I know everyone is happy about the return of Soul Train Friday. I feel more pressure picking a good line dance
clip than I do writing this note each day. https://bit.ly/3hWeFK7 Shalamar was a very underrated group. I had
no idea Robert Townsend was such a good dancer (1:47 mark).
US Futures-World Markets: Another day, another record high for US equity markets. Will we ever have a
down day again? Maybe not, as we rally on the hope of more fiscal stimulus from DC. Investors cheer the
message from Trump that he will turn his attention toward the transition to Biden’s presidency. It sounds like
the Pfizer vaccine will protect against new coronavirus variants. . The 10-year yield continues to climb higher,
which is great news for financial stocks. Goldman Sachs is +40% in the last 3 months. Tesla is +3% premarket
as Elon Musk overtakes Jeff Bezos as the world's wealthiest person Jobs report is out at 8:30 am ET. Bitcoin
hit new all-time highs. Economists expect a slowdown in job growth, which makes sense until vaccines
become widely available. S&P Futures vs. Fair Value: +11.43, 10-Yr Yield: 1.09%
Nelson Peltz had a good quote on CNBC when asked about his previous support of Donald Trump and the
upcoming Biden presidency. “When I get on a plane, I root for the pilot.”
CORE Headlines:
 President-elect Joe Biden will propose $3 trillion infrastructure package which will be combined with
tax increases on wealthy and capital gains tax increase to 40% for top earners.-Axios (Get ready to
hear the phrase “Pay your fair share”)
 Pfizer and BioNTech's COVID-19 vaccine appeared to work against a key mutation in the highly
transmissible new variants of the coronavirus discovered in Britain and South Africa, according to a
laboratory study conducted by the U.S. drugmaker.-Reuters
 Boeing will pay more than $2.5 billion in fines and compensation after reaching a settlement with the
U.S. Department of Justice over two plane crashes that killed a total of 346 people and led to the
grounding of its 737 MAX jetliner.-Reuters
 South Korea's Hyundai Motor said it was in early talks with Apple, after local media reported the firms
were discussing an electric car and battery tie-up, sending Hyundai shares surging.-Reuters
 $2000 stimulus checks will be the first priority when President-elect Joe Biden takes office, but it will
require 60 votes to pass the Senate. Also, Mr. Biden will pursue additional extension in unemployment
and money for state and local governments.-Bloomberg
 Transportation Secretary Elaine Chao and education secretary Betsy DeVos resigned their posts in
response to Wednesday’s Capitol riots, as did former White House chief of staff Mick Mulvaney, now
US special envoy to Northern Ireland.-WSJ
 American officials suspended plans to impose tariffs on French luxury goods in response to France’s
tax on big tech companies, and will instead coordinate the response with efforts in similar disputes
with other countries.-WSJ
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Joe Biden wants to form a coalition of democracies to pressure Beijing to curtail what he sees as
unfair economic and technology practices, while Chinese president Xi Jinping has been planning a
similar effort, paving the way for a collision of strategies.-WSJ (Let me know how that works out.)
Eligible health-care workers are getting Covid-19 vaccinations across the country, but many private
doctors and medical workers not associated with a hospital system are struggling to locate the
shots.-WSJ
A New York City man who breached the US Capitol building wearing a bizarre fur costume is the son of
a Brooklyn Supreme Court judge.-NYP
Kentucky Fried Chicken unveiled an extra crispy chicken sandwich on Thursday as it seeks to compete
with a craze kicked off by rival Popeyes in 2019.-NYP
Japan declared a “soft” state of emergency in Tokyo and three surrounding prefectures after a steady
rise in coronavirus cases has sparked concern about the capital city’s hospitals—officials are calling
for teleworking and the closing of restaurants by 8:00 p.m-FT
Financial firms from New York to Hong Kong are scrambling to comply with a US ban on investment on
companies with alleged ties to the Chinese military—executives say the rules and guidance for
following them are ambiguous.-FT

Interesting Reads/Charts:
 Tablet Mag: 5 Crises in America http://bit.ly/38pMRKU Quote from the piece: “People who are rooted
in real communities—extended families, neighborhoods, occupational associations, religious
congregations—do not make good foot soldiers in partisan armies deployed by remote elites who are
battling for control of government offices. They have jobs they can’t miss and children they have to
pick up from school and errands to run. Isolated individuals are the natural sources for political
armies. Though their ideologies vary, and different political warlords recruit them, the young people
who vandalize stores and offices in the name of Black Lives Matter often share a common lack of
social rootedness with their militant MAGA counterparts, a common Durkheimian anomie. Twentysomethings who are married with children and have stable jobs and mortgage payments are unlikely
to storm either Seattle’s or Washington’s Capitol Hill.
 Econlib: Examing apologies http://bit.ly/3s5gsBb
 The Ringer: Alex Trebek’s final episodes are a testament to his legacy http://bit.ly/3nmytHT (I have
been in awe of performance, knowing he would pass away. I will watch this evening.)
Charts from The Daily Shot:
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service-sector employment continues to lag. (Need vaccine rollout to pickup speed)

Source: @jeffsparshott
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Applications for emergency unemployment benefit programs declined last week, but the overall
number of new claims remained above a million.

Source: Oxford Economics
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The AEI Housing Center expects home prices to rise 12-13% on a year-over-year basis.

Source: AEI Housing Center
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Mortgage applications were well above 2019 levels in the last week of 2020.
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And mortgage rates hit another record low.
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Savings spiked and remain elevated. And there is more money on the way from the federal government.

Further reading

The QE-driven spike in US deposits has been unprecedented, with the narrow money supply (M1) rising by more than
65% (year-over-year).
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market-based inflation expectations keep rising – boosted by higher oil prices and forecasts for more fiscal stimulus.
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Bloomberg’s consumer sentiment index remains depressed.

Older Americans are especially pessimistic. (It’s tough to be optimistic when you’ve been locked in
your house for an entire year.)
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US indices are hitting new records
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The Russell 2000 (small-caps) index saw unprecedented gains in recent weeks.
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Technicals suggest further upside for the index.

Source: Longview Economics
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The political shift in Washington also bodes well for small caps.

Source: @ISABELNET_SA, @BofAML

Bitcoin hit $40k!
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A speculative frenzy has gripped the crypto markets – similar to what we see with stocks like Tesla.

Source: @axios
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Here is the relative performance.
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Pulling money from retirement:

Source: @axios Read full article

Manhattan office vacancies: (who is going to buy all those $17 salads?)

Source: @business Read full article
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Nothing on this email/website constitutes legal, tax, accounting or other professional expert advice.
When reviewing the attached material, it is important to remember that past performance is not
indicative of future results.
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